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We are on a mission to help successful organizations
use digital technologies to reimagine their client and
employee experiences, their culture, and their business
model and to help them bring digital transformation
to the core of their strategy.

Digital transformation starts today by fixing the past;
digitize documents and replace paper-based or manual
processes with efficient cloud-based solutions such 
as Enadoc DMS and Flowdoh, and continue by
integrating with the tools of the modern workplace
such Microsoft Teams and SharePoint. 

With over 100 clients, the affordable, modern
workplace solutions by Enadoc guarantee better
outcomes and returns for all.

THE FUTURE IS CONNECTED – and with Megingjord, our block-chain technology 
- authenticated, secure, and compliant.
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Capture document with desktop- or high-volume
scanners or use our free mobile companion app.
Tag documents with keywords. Find documents
through our distinct Tag Cloud, Advanced Search
or from a host of 3rd party applications such as
SharePoint, ERP, CRM, HRMS, and many more.
Enadoc uses Ai based Computer Vision to convert
images to text and Cognitive Services such as
language understanding, text analytics, natural
language processing, sentiment analysis and key
phrase extraction to improve search and create 
our characteristic Tag clouds. Enadoc’s user
interface (UI)front end is light and minimalist,
easy to learn and adapt while the back-end is
complex enough to satisfy the  most challenging
requirement.

Transform your organization with efficient
collaboration and optimized, automated
processes through our low-code workflow and
robotic process automation engine. Do away
with costly, lengthy development timelines.
Customize and create forms, define, and trigger
workflows. Get valuable Ai based insights and
visualizations for your organization and respond
with agility to changing needs. Revise existing
processes on the fly, and rapidly deploy new
apps in hours. Build for collaboration and fully
integrated with Microsoft Teams and
SharePoint. 

OUR  SOLUTIONS
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Protect and validate the authenticity of your 
processes, workflow, and documents through
our blockchain private ledger technology.

Megingjord enables organizations to verify
documents such as land titles, birth certificates, 
audit reports, purchase orders, and other certificates,
even if distributed publicly, preventing unauthorized
distribution of critical digital assets.

ENADOC FOR HR, ENADOC FOR KYC, ENADOC LEGAL,
ENADOC SKALE, ENADOC CAPTURE 365

OTHER  SOLUTIONS:

OUR INDUSTRIES:

CONNECTED
STANDARDS PLATFORM

While all our solutions are ready to implement
with zero-coding, we provide extensive

customization and integration points using
API and RESTful API following the swagger

specification conforming to the JSON standards.

MICROSOFT ISV
& CO-SELL READY

Enadoc is a recognized Microsoft Independent
Software Vendor (ISV) and Co-Sell partner featured
in Microsoft’s solutions catalog. Enadoc, Microsoft

partners and consultants have empowered hundreds
of organizations across many industries and in

public administration.
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GO GREEN WITH ENADOC

Enadoc is green pledge company; our solutions
help companies reduce their carbon footprint
and software development, testing and delivery
use run 100% Microsoft Azure cloud services.

By the end of 2021, our Enadoc software
development campus will be 100% powered by
renewable energy. But we didn’t stop there, to
compensate for the carbon we do emit thru
commute and travel we adopted a 150,000sqm
forest, and we have a no plastic policy in all
our offices. 

Co-Founded in 2016, by IT entrepreneurs
Wasantha Weerakoone and Lars Jeppesen,
Enadoc is a spin-off from leading regional
systems integrator and Microsoft Partner
Tech One Global. Today Singapore is our
home, with other offices, developers and
designers in Sri Lanka and the Philippines,
and partners across the world
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